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THE CREATING OF SCULPTURE 
The purpose of my creative thesis in sculpture and of this writing 
is to develop strength in sculptural expression and a better understand-
ing of the activity involved during the creating. 
I believe, along with many noted people in the art and philosophy 
field, Herbert Read, Henry Moore and others, that man's behavior is con-
trolled by two major forces. One being that of the conscious mind and 
the other, the subconscious. Through endeavoring to understand the 
rational self while creating sculpture, I better understand now what I 
have done rationally and have gained insight concerning the relationship 
of my subconscious behavior. Thus I feel that I should be able to help 
myself in future art expressions and others in theirso 
My work is quite experimental, but in general there seems to be a 
stronger comprehension of what to do to evolve more meaningful form in 
each new experience of endeavor. 
Through experiences of creating sculpture and studying the works 
of others, I better understand, appreciate and am making more effective 
use of the fundamentals of the design, plastic elements, and other 
aspects of sculpture. I feel that my sculpture has developed in strength, 
in that I have been ablP. to evolve pieces that are much more than simple 
ornamental designs. My work now seems to carry more real meaning and a 
stronger statement. 
Through my thesis interest and activity in sculpture, I have been 
able to concentrate, discover much, toward stronger expression, and have 
2. 
had the opportunity to understand and establish a general philosophy 
of sculpture. Recently from studying Henry Moore, who is at the head 
of the world's sculptors, according to Henry Read, I have found that 
his philosophy explains much to me about sculpture and that many of his 
sound principles and much of his philosophy helps in understanding and 
in the justifying of my sculpture. 
I believe that the creating of sculpture is creating fom in space 
to express meaning. In my sculpture I have tried to create unique form 
that effectivezy expresses visual meaning. 
One of Henry Moore 's principles, I have appreciated for a broader 
understanding of sculpture, is the significance of the natural form of 
nature. The different forms in nature are caused by definite natural 
forces . These forces are, their purpose, material, and the way they 
were formed. These factors have a great influence on the expressiveness 
of particular forms created by man. Another principle from Moore, that 
has been helpful, is his theory on form interest, and extension. Moore 
has pointed out, that through the study of fonns that interest an indivi-
dual today, tomorrow it may be possible to see new forms, become 
interested and to master them, and to go on to more complex forms in the 
future . Moore has also caused me to realize the necessity of full 
utilization of the possibilities of forms. Form has natural weight, a 
center of gravity, both interior and exterior surface possibilities, 
and always another side with form possibilities. All of these factors 
important to form, contribute to its significance. 
J. 
The relation of the naturaJness of form to its material is another 
aspect th.at studying Moore has caused me to better appreciate. The 
material has certain limitations and possibilities. The best utiliza-
tion of the expressive potential of the material dems.nds that the form 
be appropriate to the material and its natural adaptations. The under-
standing of this principle has been one of the greatest benefits of 
writing this paper. I feel that in my sculpture projects which are the 
strongest, this principle has been clearly followed. To best utilize 
the expressive powers of the material and the form, they must be compat-
ible. The advantages of following this principle, seem profoundly 
demonstrated to me in my strongest and most expressive pieces of sculpture. 
I have found that in analyzing the creative process and its relation-
ship to my sculpture activity, many understandings have been realized. 
The creative process starts with a vague urge to do something. The idea 
starts growing by the submission to the subconscious mind, of some 
conscious considerations. These are mixed, floated, and pondered upon, 
until the idea begins to develop. Each action causes new factors to 
emerge, promotes possible insights, and continues the cycle of action, 
evaluation and selection. 
In the case of my second metal sculpture, "Defiance", I had the 
desire to create sculpture, and had been doing sketches of metal and 
plaster , and from this point of departure, I started to work. A piece 
of metal was bent to form the lower leg section of the sculpture. Next 
another piece of similar shape but with some variation was formed and 
4. 
selected as desirable to place over the lower leg section. This activity 
seems to follow a general pattern of the creative process. I had the 
desire to do a piece of sculpture with metal and plaster in mind, and 
from this point started with a piece of metal rod, and proceeded to devise 
a form for the lower section, (possibly the leg section, the lower 
stan.ding supporting form). This form was an addition to the character 
of the standing idea and suggests a growing idea. With this step completed 
the idea had been subjected to a new factor, added to, and produced 
insights of new possibilities for further growth. Next another rod was 
bent, intended to be an addition in the upper area of the sculpture. 
As it turned out the upper form closely resembled the lower form, but 
was VEried for variety, and for the sake of interest, and to strive for 
more 3-dimensional use of space, which was necessary in the expressiono 
The relationship of these two sections, I believe was the crux of the 
whole sculpture. These two forms, held the basis for the whole expression, 
once utilized in their full capacities of form. I seemed to sense this 
fact when these two forms were completed, that the main direction had 
been decided upon. The remainder of the work would be to build upon 
these forms, to add to them, and to realize t heir full significance. 
One important and somewhat independent area did develop aft_er these two 
basic forms. This was the development of the components of the face 
and eyes. The cross wires, between the two arms were first added and 
soon the sight of a stamped copper eyelike form prompted the trying to 
use them in the composition. This one copper piece and another like it 
s. 
soon ended up on the face area created by the cross rods, and added a 
suggestion of eyes to the whole form. After the frames of the final 
general form had been constructed, the thought occurred to use copper 
plates to surface different planes of the form . I could see interesting 
plane possibil ities in the framework and through of copper plates of 
various sizes and shapes in an interesting pattern to best utilize each 
plane . The idea grew by each action causing insights into the possibil-
ities of new action. Through action that changed the viewpoint, and 
added to the relationships established and possible, new action was 
forthcoming and the idea grew. 
I believe that the major factor in the creating of 11Defiance 11 , 
was the intriguing relationship between the first two forms. Onee they 
were established, the rest of the creating was to fully develop their 
form possibilities to the most effective end . This was done by adding 
framework for the various planes created, adding to t he face and eye 
area, surfacing the planes with copper plates and finally the whole 
structure was coated with different metals. 
This principle was a major .:·actor also in the creating of "The 
Proclamatioa,. 11 --
basic forms ~ 
~ J. 
o~- and in 
11 Man 1s Birdly Contentment11 --
basic forms • 
'lhe Art work of others has had much influence on my work. 
"Undersea Sculpture", I feel resulted from intensely desiring to build 
forms that would go un, out through and somewhat enclose space. This 
6. 
interest was stimulated from this type of work done by Dr. Moss. 
Impressions are made from contemplating the art work of others, and these 
naturally affect the expression. The sketches and idea for my next 
sculpture project, 11The FaJJ1ily11 , has been much the result of impressions 
from Bill Shipman's plaster sculpture. 
There are many other important principles that affect the proper 
growth of the creative process. One of the more important that I have 
realized is the necessity of respecting the fact that one can get so 
close to the work of art and involved in the process that it is difficult 
to evaluate the work being done in proper perspective. Just how much 
one nmst respect this principle depends on the t 'Pe of idea with which 
the piece is started. My pieces of sculpture that were executed the 
easiest and qlickest, were the ones that started with more of a material 
idea. These pieces are the small figure of 11Security of Environment", 
and sculpture #1 (not pictured). These sculptures started with a desire 
to do ceramic sculpture. A vague general idea was applied to the mater-
ial, with a few free sketches on the surface of the mater-lal to get 
started. From these suggesting lines t-he form was cut out generally and 
then refined, to the finished piece. In these cases the mater-lal was 
able to fully contribute the most to the expression of the idea. The 
form naturally fitted the material and best utilized its expressive poten-
tial. If the form comes as much as possible from the material it will 
be a more natural and more meaningful form. I do not mean to say that 
the idea cannot be preconceived at all, but it can only be good as far 
as one's comprehension of the naturalness of the material to the form 
created. 
7. 
I feel that the understanding of this principle, which is a 
furtherance of an approach to this pri.~ciple earlier discussed in this 
writing, is one of the biggest values of this study. It follows through 
that the strength of each piece of my sculpture has been greatly 
determined by how well I respected this principle. 
In considering which pieces of my sculpture were the strongest, 
I feel that the smallest figure of 11Security of Environ..ment", is fairly 
strong; 11 Proclamator11 , strong; "~fan 1s Birdly Contentment", my strongest 
piece; 11Defiance 11 , fairly strong; trUndersea Sculpture 11 , fairly strong; 
and I feel that nThe Family11 (next project), will be strong. In the 
sketches for this project and development of the idea thus far, I have 
well considered the material with the idea, to a reasonable point of 
departure. I do not think the idea is overdone before it is continued 
and realized in the material. 
In conclusion, I defi.~itely feel that my thesis has been most 
worthwhile. My work demonstrates to me nruch progress in strength of 
expression. Through this opportunity to develop stronger creatively 
and better understand the creating of sculpture, I also feel better 
prepared to help others in creating. 
CA~, T BOTTLE AITD SHELL BOWL 
ME.rAL CREATURE 
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